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Abstract

Real-world image degradation due to light scattering

can be described based on the Koschmieder’s model. Train-

ing deep models to restore such degraded images is chal-

lenging as real-world paired data is scarcely available

and synthetic paired data may suffer from domain-shift is-

sues. In this paper, a zero-shot single real-world image

restoration model is proposed leveraging a theoretically de-

duced property of degradation through the Koschmieder’s

model. Our zero-shot network estimates the parameters of

the Koschmieder’s model, which describes the degradation

in the input image, to perform image restoration. We show

that a suitable degradation of the input image amounts to a

controlled perturbation of the Koschmieder’s model that de-

scribes the image’s formation. The optimization of the zero-

shot network is achieved by seeking to maintain the relation

between its estimates of Koschmieder’s model parameters

before and after the controlled perturbation, along with the

use of a few no-reference losses. Image dehazing and un-

derwater image restoration are carried out using the pro-

posed zero-shot framework, which in general outperforms

the state-of-the-art quantitatively and subjectively on mul-

tiple standard real-world image datasets. Additionally, the

application of our zero-shot framework for low-light image

enhancement is also demonstrated.

1. Introduction

Due to the scattering of light in adverse environmen-

tal conditions, captured images suffer from poor visibil-

ity [48, 34]. Such conditions are often encountered dur-

ing imaging in hazy and underwater environments. Due

to the presence of suspended particles like dust, aerosol,

and water droplets in air, light gets absorbed to produce

hazy images having reduced visibility and contrast [38].

The presence of color particles renders a hazy image to
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be a color cast one as well [32, 14, 31]. Due to absorp-

tion of light in turbid water medium, and attenuation of

light depending on optical wavelengths and water salin-

ity, underwater images suffer from poor visibility and color

cast [46]. The well-accepted Koschmieder’s light scattering

model [34, 48] with the transmission map and atmospheric

light parameters describes such degradations in hazy im-

ages. A modified version of the model [30] does so for the

underwater images, where the atmospheric light is replaced

by the global background light and the transmission map is

modified into a channel-wise component. The said degra-

dations in the images lead to poor performance in computer

vision applications such as surveillance and robotic naviga-

tion [37, 27, 29].

A plethora of techniques have been proposed for image

dehazing [26, 10, 36, 52, 47, 51, 32, 15, 37, 22] and under-

water image restoration [9, 50, 63, 12, 3, 42, 5, 2, 61, 39, 19,

58] to restore the images degraded due to haze and turbid

medium, respectively. Most of the approaches either pro-

vide hand-crafted prior or deep learning based solutions for

the restoration. Most of the deep learning based techniques

rely on synthetically generated degradation for training due

to lack of large-scale datasets of real-world degraded im-

ages with ground truth [36]. Such a training may not cap-

ture the features of the real-world degradation, and hence,

suffer from domain-shift issues [36]. A few deep learning

based solutions are unsupervised approaches which either

use hand-crafted priors for restoration [22] or use genera-

tive adversarial networks (GAN) [52].

A zero-shot approach learns the task at hand from the in-

put image alone, and therefore, is helpful in scenarios where

real-world paired data for training is limited and its cre-

ation is labor-intensive [35, 57, 53, 36]. Hence, a few zero-

shot approaches have been proposed for the said restora-

tion based on the Koschmieder’s model. However, as these

zero-shot approaches do not have any other reference than

the input image itself, they are required to estimate the pa-

rameters of the Koschmieder’s model using loss functions

or regularizers based on classical hand-crafted priors. For

example, the zero-shot image dehazing approaches Double-

DIP [21] and ZID [36] use the dark channel prior DCP [26]
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to train their transmission map estimator and consider the

atmospheric light estimated by [8]. As such zero-shot ap-

proaches depend on the use of hand-crafted priors to derive

a result relevant to the problem at hand, they carry a risk of

obtaining an output dominated by the characteristics of the

prior.

This paper proposes a zero-shot single real-world im-

age restoration approach that does not employ any hand-

crafted prior for optimization. Our approach is based on

the Koschmieder’s light scattering model and is free to con-

verge at a solution without any prior bias. To this end,

we theoretically show that a suitable degradation of the

input image amounts to a controlled perturbation of the

Koschmeider’s model parameters that define the relation

between the input image and the original uncorrupted im-

age. Invoking the above finding, an image-specific net-

work model is designed to estimate the parameters of the

Koschmeider’s model, which are then used for the image

restoration. The zero-shot learning of the network model is

achieved through an optimization targeted to maintain the

relation, given by the perturbation, between the two pairs of

Koschmeider’s model parameters estimated from the input

image and its degraded form.

Our zero-shot approach can be used for the restoration

of real-world images where the degradation is due to the

scattering of light, and hence, can be formulated through

the Koshmieder’s model. Using the proposed approach, we

restore images captured in hazy conditions and turbid un-

derwater medium, which suffer from such degradations. In

the zero-shot optimization, a few generic no-reference loss

functions are also employed that are designed for color cast

reduction and to avoid pixel value saturation. Subjective

and quantitative evaluations on multiple standard real-world

image datasets show that our approach mostly outperforms

the state-of-the-art of the respective domains.

To highlight, our work contributes in the following ways:

• To the best of our knowledge, the proposed approach

is the first that can be used for image restoration in all

the application domains where the degradations can be

formulated based on the Koschmieder’s model.

• To the best of our knowledge, the proposed zero-shot

learning approach for dehazing and underwater image

restoration is first of a kind, where a prior based loss

function or regularizer is not required. Further, our ap-

proach is probably the first zero-shot approach for un-

derwater image restoration.

• Despite being a zero-shot approach, our approach out-

performs or performs as good as the state-of-the-art

in real-world image dehazing and underwater image

restoration. We further demonstrate the use of our ap-

proach for low-light image enhancement, where the

Koschmieder’s model can be employed [68].

2. Related Work

2.1. Koschmieder’s Model for Image Restoration

Koschmieder’s model is one of the most popular mod-

els that formulates image degradation due to light scattering

and absorption. Most hand-crafted prior-based single image

dehazing techniques like [26, 10, 51, 32] estimate the trans-

mission map and atmospheric light guided by the prior’s

characteristics, and then follow the Koschmieder’s model

for haze removal. Many deep learning based techniques

like [52, 47, 32] either use the Koschmieder’s model for

generating synthetic hazy images for training their networks

or estimate its components for dehazing. Similar to image

dehazing, most underwater image restoration approaches

like [50, 58, 9, 39, 42, 63] are based on modified versions

of the Koschmieder’s model taking into account underwa-

ter characteristics. The techniques estimate medium energy

ratio /transmission map and global background light com-

ponents of the model for the restoration.

2.2. Zeroshot Learning

The zero-shot framework learns to perform a particular

task from the input image itself. Such a learning is espe-

cially beneficial where the ground truth is unavailable or

challenging to create, and synthetically generated ground

truths suffer from domain-shift issues, such as in image

restoration [36]. Due to the absence of any reference, zero-

shot learning is one of the most challenging learning ap-

proaches. Recently, the approach has drawn significant at-

tention due to its said significance, leading to proposals

in the domains of denoising [35], dehazing [36], super-

resolution [57], deblurring [53], back-lit image restora-

tion [69] etc. Besides these domain-specific solutions

by zero-shot learning, a few proposals like DIP [60] and

Double-DIP [21] have been designed to learn low-level im-

age statistics and features from the input image for perform-

ing different computer vision tasks.

3. Proposed Zero-Shot Methodology

3.1. Lightscattering Induced Realworld Image
Degradation Model

As mentioned in Section 1, our approach is based on

the Koschmieder’s light scattering model, whose variants

describe the degradations in hazy and underwater images.

As per Beer–Lambert law [59], light propagation is asso-

ciated with an attenuation factor e−βd, where d is the dis-

tance from the source and β(> 0) is the extinction coef-

ficient, which is higher when the density of scattering in-

ducing particles is higher. Guided by the Beer–Lambert

law, Koschmieder [34] formulated the effect of scattering

of light at a distance d from the source as follows:

AL(d) = (1− e−βd)A (1)
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(a) Training Model (b) Testing Model

Figure 1. Proposed zero-shot learning framework. J1 is the input corrupted image and J2 is the image degraded from J1 using the

perturbation α and the estimated atmospheric /global background light in J1. MT is transmission map estimator and MA is the atmospheric

/global background light estimator. Model details are in Section 3.3 and in the supplementary. Red dotted line indicates feature sharing.

where the light intensity of the source is A. Later, the au-

thors of [48] used the existing notion that the scene radiance

(J) also gets attenuated by the factor e−βd to get:

JA(d) = Je−βd (2)

Based on the above effects of light scattering, they formu-

lated the related degradation in an image captured as the

additive combination of JA and AL as follows:

I(x) = J(x)e−βd(x) + (1− e−βd(x))A (3)

where I is the degraded image, J is the corresponding

uncorrupted image /scene radiance, x is an image pixel,

and d(x) is essentially the scene depth at that pixel. In

(3), t(x) = e−βd(x) is known as the transmission value

/medium energy ratio /light-scattering attenuation rate. For

light propagation through the atmosphere, the transmission

value t(x) in the degraded image is the same for all the

primary color channels [26]. On the other hand, for un-

derwater light propagation the t(x) could be different for

the different primary color channels due to the wavelength-

selective characteristics of the attenuation (t with different

β) [6, 30]. While A is referred to as the atmospheric light

when the light propagates through the atmosphere, the at-

tenuated quantity AL is called the airlight. On the other

hand, A is called the global background light in the case of

underwater light propagation, and the attenuated quantity

AL is called the veiling light or spacelight. The model in

(3) is commonly known as the Koschmieder’s light scatter-

ing model [34], which explains hazy image formation and

with certain modifications also explains underwater image

formation [30].

3.2. Controlled Model Perturbation for Zeroshot
Learning

As the model in (3) for the real-world image degrada-

tion is available, a straightforward approach of training deep

networks for image restoration when ground truths are un-

available is to create synthetic hazy images using the model.

However, it should be noted that such hazy image creation

requires accurate knowledge of the scene depth at every im-

age pixel, which if erroneous, could result in inappropriate

synthetic hazy images. Alternatively, the model could be

used to design a zero-shot learning network based on a judi-

ciously deduced framework for its optimization, which we

perform here.

Consider the Koschmieder’s model in (3), which we

rewrite here as follows:

J1 = Jt1 + (1− t1)A1 (4)

where (x) is dropped and a single color channel is consid-

ered for simplicity. In (4), let J1 be a degraded input image

pixel value corresponding to the original uncorrupted image

pixel value J . Our objective is to restore the scene radiance

J of the uncorrupted image pixel from J1, for which we are

required to estimate t1 and A1.

Let us begin by further degrading J1 using the

Koschmieder’s model as follows:

J2 = J1t2 + (1− t2)A2 (5)

Substituting J1 from (4) in (5), we get:

J2 = Jt1t2 +A2 − t1A1t2 −A2t2 +A1t2 (6)

Now, if we impose a constraint on the degradation from J1
to J2 such that A1 = A2 = A, (6) becomes:

J2 = Jt1t2 + (1− t1t2)A (7)

Interestingly, it is evident that (7) is the Koschmieder’s

model that explains the formation of the degraded image

J2 from the original uncorrupted image J , just like the one

in (4) which explains the formation of J1 from J . More-

over, as evident, (7) can be obtained from (4) by perturb-

ing the transmission value t1 using t2 into the transmission
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(a) Hazy (b) GridDN (c) MSBDN (d) HazeLine (e) DCPLoss (f) ALC (g) ZID (h) Ours

Figure 2. Subjective evaluation of the different dehazing methods on real-world hazy images. Effectiveness in terms of faithful color

restoration, and haze and color cast reduction may be observed. Cropped regions are for detailed observation.

Dataset

Techniques and Measures (PSNR/SSIM/CIEDE2000/VI/RI)

Supervised Unsupervised Zero-Shot

AODN [37] GridDN [47] MSBDN [15] DCPLoss [22] ALC [51] Haze-Lines [10] D-DIP [21] ZID [36] Ours

I-Haze

14.87/0.585/

52.35/0.888/

0.973

12.24/0.473/

63.56/0.869/

0.920

16.57/0.636/

49.38/0.912/

0.974

14.91/0.585/

54.09/0.889/

0.974

14.34/0.553/

57.01/0.906/

0.972

15.48/0.595/

55.85/0.908/

0.968

14.22/0.525/

62.95/0.887/

0.964

14.01/0.443/

75.32/0.902/

0.958

16.79/0.605/

57.05/0.915

/0.971

O-Haze

15.57/0.371/

66.47/0.824/

0.962

13.54/0.367/

68.21/0.765/

0.915

16.83/0.455/

62.45/0.815/

0.963

16.92/0.475/

59.57/0.823/

0.965

16.06/0.449/

63.94/0.866/

0.962

15.80/0.522/

61.77/0.880/

0.962

14.35/0.391/

72.94/0.862/

0.953

14.60/0.377/

76.68/0.845/

0.953

16.63/0.601/

59.64/0.879/

0.968

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of the different dehazing approaches on standard hazy image datasets. Higher PSNR, SSIM, VI and RI

are better, lower CIEDE2000 is better. (Best: Red highlight, Second best: Blue highlight)

value t1t2. This finding suggests that a constrained degra-

dation of the input image using the Koschmieder’s model

amounts to a controlled perturbation of the Koschmieder’s

model parameters that resulted in the formation of the input

image from the uncorrupted one. This property of degrada-

tion through the Koschmieder’s model can be leveraged for

zero-shot training as described below.

We are required to devise a zero-shot learning strategy,

where t′ = t1 and A = A1 are the parameters to be esti-

mated for image restoration. For that, let α = t2 be a value

that is applied as a controlled perturbation to get J2 from

J1 leveraging the finding discussed earlier, where A of J1
is used in J2 as well. So, from (7), (5) and (4), we have:

J2 = Jαt′ + (1− αt′)A (8)

= J1α+ (1− α)A

J1 = Jt′ + (1− t′)A (9)

So, if an appropriate estimator of transmission value esti-

mates t̂′ as the transmission value from J1, it must esti-

mate a value very close to αt̂′ as the transmission value

from J2. Similarly, if an appropriate estimator of atmo-

spheric light or global background light estimates Â from

J1, it must estimate a value almost the same from J2. These

relations between the corresponding estimates from J1 and

J2 are targeted to be maintained through suitable loss func-

tions during the optimization of our zero-shot deep network

F = {MT ,MA}, which yields image-specific estimates of

transmission map (by MT ) and atmospheric light /global

background light (by MA).

Let us hence consider all pixels and color channels to-

gether. If ( ˆt′
J1
, ÂJ1

) = F(J1) and ( ˆt′
J2
, ÂJ2

) = F(J2),
then our optimization process minimizes the dissimilarity

between ˆt′
J2

and α ˆt′
J1

, where α is known, along with the

dissimilarity between ÂJ1
and ÂJ2

. The optimized esti-

mates ˆt′
J1

and ÂJ1
obtained from the zero-shot deep net-

work are then used to get the restored output Ĵ . Note that,

the above zero-shot learning is possible as:

• The controlled perturbation does not add any distor-

tion to the degraded image J2 other than the ones that

can be explained by the Koschmieder’s model (evident

from (8)).

• The controlled perturbation in (8) forming J2 is re-

lated to the degradation of J1 to J2 through the

Koschmieder’s model (evident from (4)-(7)).

3.3. The Zeroshot Network Architecture

Figure 1 shows our proposed zero-shot training and test-

ing framework. J1 is the input corrupted image, MT is

the transmission map estimate model, and MA is the at-

mospheric light /global background light estimation model.

During training, at each iteration, we estimate transmission

map t1 and atmospheric light /global background light A1

from image J1. Image J2 is then obtained from the input
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(a) Input (b) All-in-One (c) UWCNN (d) Retinex (e) IBLA (f) ColorFusion (g) Statistical (h) Ours

Figure 3. Subjective evaluation of the different restoration methods on real-world underwater images. Effectiveness in terms of faithful

color restoration, contrast improvement and color cast reduction may be observed. Cropped regions are for detailed observation.

Dataset Measures

Techniques

Supervised Unsupervised Zero-Shot

Input AllinOne [61] UWCNN [39] Retinex [19] IBLA [50] ColorFusion [6] Statistical [58] Ours

U45 UIQM/ UCIQE 2.35/ 17.3 5.72/ 27.5 4.30/ 19.7 4.94/ 27.6 2.94/ 24.9 5.05/ 19.6 5.75/ 23.3 4.97/ 29.5

Challenging-60 UIQM/ UCIQE 0.68/ 20.4 3.64/ 29.2 2.0/ 19.9 2.82/ 24.2 1.19/ 29.6 2.73/ 20.8 1.68/ 27.7 3.81/ 29.3

Stereo UIQM/ UCIQE -1.63/ 15.5 4.73 28.7 1.65/ 17.2 3.67/ 26.0 -1.14/ 21.8 4.19/ 17.0 -1.54/ 21.0 3.84/ 28.4

Table 2. Quantitative comparison of the different underwater image restoration approaches on standard underwater image datasets. Higher

UIQM and UCIQE are better. (Best: Red highlight, Second best: Blue highlight)

image J1 using a fixed transmission map α and the esti-

mated A1. J2 is the degraded image after the model per-

turbation, from which we estimate the transmission map t2

and atmospheric light /global background light A2. The

objective is to maintain the relation given by the perturba-

tion between the t1 and t2 estimates along with the simi-

larity between the A1 and A2 estimates. After training, we

use the estimates t and A to compute the restored image

Jrestored as shown in Figure 1.

We use overall the same network topology across the dif-

ferent applications discussed in Sections 4 and 5 for the MT

and MA estimators. The topology for MT is based on color

channel-wise multi-scale feature extraction and feature se-

lection [17, 45, 52]. In the topology for MA, intermedi-

ate features from MT are used as multi-scale feature atten-

tion [28] in a convolution network. Due to space constraint,

the detailed description of the networks are given in the sup-

plementary.

3.4. Loss Functions

The formulation of our zero-shot approach is based on

the imposition of the relation between the transmission

maps and similarity between the atmospheric lights /global

background lights estimated from J1 (9) and J2 (8). There-

fore, transmission relation loss LTR and light similarity

loss LLS are correspondingly employed. In addition to the

above losses, a few other no-reference losses are used as

described below, all of which used together additively.

Transmission Relation Loss: Transmission relation loss

LTR is one of the two primary loss functions proposed.

It computes the extent to which the relation (as explained

in Section 3.2) between the estimates of t1 and t2 are not

maintained. As a transmission map contains pixel-level in-

formation, we compute a pixel-wise loss as follows:

LTR =
∑

x

||αt̂1(x)− t̂2(x)||2
2 (10)

where x represents a pixel, t̂1 = MT (J1), and t̂2 =
MT (J2) with MT representing our transmission map es-

timator.

Light Similarity Loss: The other primary loss function,

light similarity loss LLS measures the dissimilarity between

the estimates of A1 and A2, which is formulated as:

LLS = ||Â1 − Â2||2
2 (11)

where Â1 = MA(J1) and Â2 = MA(J2) with MA repre-

senting our atmospheric /global background light estimator.

The above two losses are at the heart of our zero-shot

framework and directly deduced from its design.

Saturated Pixel Penalty: The third set of losses proposed

is saturated pixel penalty, which is used to constrain the op-

timization to a subspace of the solution space avoiding over-

flow /underflow that results in pixel value saturation [25].
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These losses are designed to avoid operations such as clip-

ping so that there is no hindrance to gradient flow.

The no-reference pure white LSPW and pure black

LSPB saturation penalties used are as follows:

LSPW =
∑

x,c

(

max(Ĵc(x), 1) + max(Ĵc
′ (x), 1)

)

(12)

LSPB = −
∑

x,c

(

min(Ĵc(x), 0) + min(Ĵc
′ (x), 0)

)

(13)

where x represents an image pixel, c represents a primary

color channel, Ĵ and Ĵ′ are respectively the estimates of the

original scene radiance from J1 (input image) and J2. With

the range of Ĵc(x) and Ĵc
′ (x) being [0, 1], it can be seen that

both the penalties are at the minimum for a pixel that is not

saturated and are related linearly to the estimates otherwise.

Gray-world Assumption Loss: For imbibing the charac-

teristics of non-cast natural images in the restored output,

a fourth loss is proposed based on the Gray-world assump-

tion [11] of natural image statistics. Use of this no-reference

loss particularly facilitates diminishing of color cast in the

restored image. This loss is computed as:

LGW =
∑

(c1,c2)∈Ω

|µ( ˆJc1)− µ( ˆJc2)| (14)

where Ω = {(R,G), (R,B), (G,B)} is a set of color pairs

with red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B) colors and µ(Ĵc)
represents the mean of the estimated uncorrupted image’s

color channel c. As can be seen the loss penalizes deviation

from the Gray-world assumption, which is that the mean

vector of a non-cast natural color images is achromatic.

Total Variation Loss: Finally, total variation [55] loss

LTV is proposed to invoke neighborhood consistency in

the restored image facilitating reduction of spurious local

changes. This no-reference loss is defined as

LTV =
∑

x,c

(

|▽HĴc(x)|2 + |▽V Ĵ
c(x)|2

)

(15)

where x represents an image pixel, c represents a primary

color channel, ▽H and ▽V represent the horizontal and ver-

tical gradients, and Ĵ is the estimate of the original uncor-

rupted image.

It should be noted, that the above proposed no-reference

losses are generic in nature and not domain /application-

specific, and they facilitate convergence of the proposed ap-

proach to produce real-world-like restored images.

3.5. Training Procedure

The loss function used in our training is L = ω1LTR +
ω2LLS + ω3LSPB + ω4LSPW + ω5LGW + ω6LTV . The

weight values are discussed in the supplementary. As J2 is

obtained by further degrading J1, appropriate range of the

perturbation α is (0, 1). From Section 3.2, it is evident α

can take any value in the mentioned range. We fix α = 0.9
across all applications. Data augmentation is considered by

transforming the input image using 8 geometrical transfor-

mations through 4 rotations by 90◦ combined with vertical

and horizontal mirror reflection, which has been found use-

ful for unsupervised internal learning [57]. Model weight

values are drawn from normal distribution with zero mean

and standard deviation is set to 0.001. We do not use bias

in any layer of the model. The optimization process is done

using the ADAM optimizer [33] with default parameters in

PyTorch environment and learning rate is set to 10−3. The

model is trained for 10000 iterations on an NVIDIA 2080Ti

GPU. The time analysis is discussed in the supplementary.

4. Single Image Dehazing

We perform Image dehazing using the proposed zero-

shot framework. Haze in an image I is described by the

Koschmieder’s model (3), where the pixel-wise transmis-

sion map t is same for all the primary color channels and the

atmospheric light A is a three element vector representing

a color. Chromatic shift in the image I due to A is respon-

sible for color cast in hazy images [26]. The dehazed im-

age J restored is obtained as described in Section 3.3, where

the architecture of our dehazing model is also mentioned,

which is further elaborated in the supplementary along with

the hyperparameters used. Among the loss functions used

(see Section 3.4), LGW particularly contributes to color cast

reduction during the dehazing.

Table 1 presents the quantitative performance compari-

son of single image dehazing techniques on two standard

hazy image datasets, I-Haze [4] for indoor images and O-

Haze [7] for outdoor images. Visibility Index (VI) and

Realness Index (RI) that are specifically designed to eval-

uate dehazing [70], CIEDE2000 [56] that measures faith-

ful color restoration, and the popular PSNR and SSIM [65]

measures are listed for our approach and the techniques

AODN [37], GriDN [47], MSBDN [15], DCPLoss [22],

ALC [51], Haze-Lines [10], D-DIP [21], and ZID [36],

which are categorized into supervised, unsupervised and

zero-shot approaches. Higher the values of VI, RI, PSNR,

SSIM, and lower the value of CIEDE2000, better is the

performance. The results shows that our approach outper-

forms the other zero-shot techniques. Despite being a zero-

shot approach, our technique either outperforms or pro-

duces results comparable to the best performing techniques

in both the supervised and unsupervised categories. Fig-

ure 2 presents the subjective comparison of the above men-

tioned techniques, where we find our approach outperforms

the rest in terms of dehazing, faithful color restoration and

effective color cast reduction.
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(a) Input (b) Using L (c) w/o LGW (d) w/o LTR&LLS (e) w/o LSPW&LSPB

Figure 4. A study of importance of the different loss functions in our zero-shot learning framework. Haze reduction, color cast reduction

and pixel saturation prevention may be noted.

5. Underwater Image Restoration

We also perform underwater image restoration using

the proposed zero-shot framework. Underwater images

with reduced contrast and color cast, is degraded due to

wavelength-selective light scattering [5, 1, 20] that can be

described by a modified Koschmieder’s model [30]. In the

model of (3), due to the wavelength-selectivity, the trans-

mission map can be different for the different primary color

channels, and the global background light replaces the at-

mospheric light. In an image captured underwater, it is well-

known that the intensity of red color channel is severely

diminished due to depth-dependent attenuation of higher

wavelength light [5, 20]. Additionally, the green channel

is known to reliably contain details about the scene con-

tent [5]. Due to these properties, as suggested in [5, 20], a

red channel compensation is required in underwater images

before the use of the Gray world assumption for restoration,

which can be achieved using the green channel. As pro-

posed in [5], the compensation factor to be applied on the

red channel of the underwater image I before restoration is

given by:

CF (x) =
(

µ(IG)− µ(IR)
)

ĪR(x)IG(x) (16)

where x represents an image pixel, µ(IG) and µ(IR) re-

spectively represent means of the red and green channels of

the degraded image and Ī
R

represent the negative of the red

channel. The compensated red channel is then obtained as

IR + CF which then replaces IR of I . The modified I

is used as J1 in our zero-shot framework described in Sec-

tion 3 whose loss functions are given in Section 3.4. The

architecture of our model is also mentioned in Section 3.3

and elaborated in the supplementary along with the hyper-

parameters used.

Table 2 presents quantitative performance comparison

of underwater image restoration techniques on three stan-

dard real-world underwater image datasets, U45 [43],

Challenging-60 [40] and Stereo [9]. Underwater image

specific quality measures UIQM [49] and UCIQE [67] are

listed for our approach and the techniques All-in-One [61],

UWCNN [39], Retinex [19], IBLA [50], ColorFusion [6],

Statistical [58], which are classified into supervised, un-

supervised and zero-shot categories. To the best of our

knowledge, our proposal is the first in the zero-shot cate-

gory. Higher the values of UIQM and UCIQE, better is the

performance. As can be seen, our approach in spite of being

a zero-shot network performs better or as good as the best

performing supervised and unsupervised techniques. Fig-

ure 3 presents the subjective comparison of the aforesaid

techniques where it is seen that our approach outperforms

the rest in terms of distortion-free natural color restoration,

contrast improvement and color cast reduction.

6. Additional Experiments

(a) Input (I) (b) T-map (t) (c) A/GB-light(A) (d) Output (J)

Figure 5. Visualization of our approach’s estimates of t and A (See

expression (3)), which are seen to have expected physical charac-

teristics.

6.1. Ablation Studies

Using an example of dehazing in Figure 4, we study the

importance of using the different of loss functions in our

model. Transmission relation LTR and light similarity LLS

losses mainly drive our zero-shot framework, and as can

been seen from Figure 4(d), haze does not reduce without

them. Diminishing of color cast is due to Gray-world as-

sumption loss LGW and as evident Figure 4(c), cast is not

reduced without it. Saturated pixel penalties LSPW and

LSPB are important losses that ensures that the dehazed

image pixels are not saturated, which is clearly seen in Fig-

ure 4(e) for which it is not used.

6.2. The Estimates in Our Restoration Approach

Our zero-shot learning approach is aimed at estimat-

ing t and A from the input I to obtain J as given in the

Koschmieder’s model of (3). Figure 5 shows a couple of

examples of different kinds of images and their estimated t,

A, and corresponding restored J . While t is depth depen-

dent in hazy images, it is dependent on both the depth and

color (wavelength) [30]. The atmospheric light or global
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(a) Input (b) DRD (c) LightenNet (d) LIME (e) SRIE (f) RRM (g) ZeroDCE (h) Ours

Figure 6. Subjective evaluation of the different low-light image enhancement methods on real-world low-light images.

Dataset

Techniques and Measures (PSNR/SSIM/CIEDE2000)

Supervised Unsupervised Zero-Shot

DRD [66] LightenNet [41] PR [62] LIME [24] SRIE [18] RRM [44] LECARM [54] ALSM [64] ZeroDCE [23] Ours

LOL
16.81/0.560/

52.23

10.28/0.361/

81.80

18.80/0.721/

–

17.23/0.635/

53.95

11.87/0.498/

69.35

13.88/0.657/

51.81

14.43/0.569/

62.76

17.19/0.568/

58.82

14.87/0.585/

60.42

17.50/0.695/

46.87

Table 3. Quantitative comparison of the different low-light image enhancement approaches on a standard low-light image dataset. Higher

PSNR, SSIM are better, lower CIEDE2000 is better. (Best: Red highlight, Second best: Blue highlight)

background light A is expected to correspond to the bright-

est light in the scene [26, 42]. As can be seen from the

figure, the parameters t and A correspond very well with

the expected physical characteristics mentioned above.

6.3. Lowlight Image Enhancement

Here, we demonstrated the use of our zero-shot frame-

work for low-light image enhancement. Koschmieder’s

model has been employed a few times in literature [16, 68]

for low-light image enhancement. In a significant change to

the model, the atmospheric light /global background light

component of the model in (3) is replaced by a pixel-wise

map for all the three primary color channels [68]. The

transmission map in the model is an achromatic pixel-wise

map [68] similar to that used for dehazing. Therefore,

when our zero-shot framework of Section 3.2 is employed

for low-light image enhancement, the estimated A1 and

A2 needs to be pixel-wise three-channel quantity. Among

the losses used in our framework (see Section 3.4), LGW ,

which facilitates color cast reduction as low-light image sel-

dom contains color cast. Further, in LTR, L1 loss is con-

sidered in place of L2 loss as transmission values associ-

ated with low-light images are near zero in low-light areas,

where L1 loss provides larger gradients for learning than L2

loss. A study related to this is given in the supplementary.

The architecture of our network model for the enhancement

is similar to that mentioned in Section 3.3, except that both

the Koschmieder’s model parameters are estimated pixel-

wise, which is elaborated in the supplementary along with

the hyperparameters used. As low-light images are prone to

noise, like many other approaches [24], we use BM3D [13]

to reduce noise in the enhanced image.

Table 3 presents quantitative performance compari-

son of low-light image enhancement on the standard

LOL dataset [66] using our approach, and the tech-

niques DRD [66], LightenNet [41], PR [62], LIME [24],

SRIE [18], RRM [44], LECARM [54], ALSM [64], and

ZeroDCE [23], which are segregated into supervised, un-

supervised and zero-shot categories. PSNR and SSIM [65]

and CIEDE2000 [56] are used for the evaluation. As can

be seen from the table, our approach outperforms all the

approaches except the supervised approach PR. Figure 6

presents the subjective comparison where our approach is

found to perform as good as any other.

7. Conclusion

This paper contributes a zero-shot framework for the

restoration of images whose degradation is described by

the Koschmieder’s light scattering model. The framework

is designed based on the theoretical finding that a further

degradation of the corrupted input image amounts only to

a perturbation in the Koschmieder’s model that explains

the corruption in the input image, and hence, keeps its

functional form intact. The proposed approach is used for

single image dehazing and underwater image restoration,

where it outperforms or performs as good as the state-of-

the-art in the respective domains. The potential use of our

framework for low-light image enhancement is also demon-

strated. The success of our zero-shot framework suggests

that the preservation of a model’s functional form through

successive transformations can be leveraged for zero-shot

training. This paves the way for further investigation and

design of similar frameworks for other applications, where

such a preservation of functional forms is evident.
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